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Multigrid Approach to Incompressible Viscous Cavity
Flows
\Villiam A. Wood,*
A\4,S'A Langh:y Research Center, Hampton, 1'_4 23681
Two-dimensional incompressible viscous driven-cavity flows are computed for Reynolds numbers on tile
range 100 20,000 using a loosely coupled, implicit, second-order centrally-differenced scheme. Mesh se-
quencing and three-level V-cycle multigrid error smoothing are incorporated into the symmetric Gauss-Seidel
time-integration algorithm. Parametrics on the numerical parameters are performed, achieving reductions in
solution times by more than 60 percent with the full multigrid approactt. Details of the circulation patterns
are inw.,stigated in cavities of 2-to-l, 1-to-1, and 1-to-2 depth to width ratios.
Nomenclature
A coefficients of linear system
B, B' interlnediate source t.erms
b source term of linear system
(' continuity equation error
e, e' error vectors
f vector of dependent variables
[1 source-t.erm vector
g discretized form of g
h depth of cavity
l width of cavity
P relative pressure
R_ Reynolds lmmber, plH/p
r, r' residual vectors
s arc-length fraction
sl grid-clustering parameter
l time
1' speed of upper (driving) surface
u, v cartesian velocities
x, .q cartesian coordinates
:3 grid-clustering strength, /3 > 1
( convergence tolerance
( vorticity
A: At / 2aXx
A,j .Xt / 2_ky
tt viscosity
p density (COllstant for incompressible flow)
a. At / [¢_Ax'-'
or,a At / t{eA!l _
C, stream function
*Aer,,spaee Techn,dogist, Aerothermodynamics Branch, Gas
Dynamics Division.
Subscripts:
i discrete indicie in x-direction: i = 1 ..... I
j discrete indicie in .q-direction; j = 1 ...... l
c, f, _11 coarse, fine, and nledium meshes
t, x, y differentiation w.r.t, independent variables
Superscripts:
k sub-iteration counter
I_ time level
All quantities are non-dimensional. The reference
values are I, [7, pU'-', and lr/l for lengths, velocities,
pressure, and time, respectively. When subscripts are
omitted, they are assumed to l)e at. (i, j).
Introduction
ISCOUS fluid flow in the driven cavity has longbeen a popular test. case for evaluating numerical
techniques. The problem st.atenlent is straightforward,
the geometry simple, yet the governing equations are a
non-linear system of partial differential equations whose
stiffness can be adjusted via the Reynolds number, with
higher Reynolds numbers applying increasing degrees of
nnmerical difficulty in achieving a converged steady-state
solution.
Recent investigations into this problem by Huser
and Biringen 1 indicate thal by' a Reynolds number of
30,000 the ftow has become fully unsteady, _( conl, inu-
ously evolving in time. Shin(-' reports a high-resolution
scheme that predicts bifurcation of the cavity flow solu-
tion at Reynolds numbers as low as 10.1)00. Goodrich ct
ate also find a periodic solution of this Hopf bifurcation.
A partialmultigridschemehasbeenappliedto the
problembyNishidandNobuyuki"twherebythepressure
equationwassolvedwithamultigridprocedureandthe
momentumequationsareadvancedusingaRunge-Kutta
explicitscheme.Anotherrecentsolutionon tile square
cavityhavebeenputforthbySemeraro5usingtile theta
schelne.
The driven-cavity problem statement whose solu-
tion is sought with the present method was put forward
by Rubin et al. 6 A loosely-coupled implicit procedure is
formulated based on symmetric Gauss-Seidel relaxation,
incorporating three-level multigrid error smoothing on
each of the governing equations to accelerate conver-
gence.
Governing Equations
Incompressible flow is defined by the continuity
equation with constant density,
u_ + % = 0 (1)
in cartesian coordinates. The corresponding perfect-gas
Navier-Stokes equations 7,s can be written for the prim-
itive variables, in non-conservative form, as.
ut + uu_: + t,u_ = -P: + l-_-V"u (2)
1%
and,
1 q
vt + uv= + v'v_ = -P_ + )_[V- v (3)
where the Laplacian operator is,
V2 O-_ 02
= &t"---5+ Oy-'
Differentiating (Eqns. 2, 3) and incorporating (Eqn. 1)
yields tiw Poisson equation for the pressure, following
H OfflllaIlll, "q _ts,
_'ZP = -(Tt - (t,_ + 2UyVx + vV) + V'-'(' (4)
where,
C = u_ + vy
is the error of the continuity equation (Eqn. 1), which
goes to zero in the converged solution.
Alternatively, the governing equations can be for-
mulated for the vorticity and stream flmction. 6 The
vorticity equation of motion is.
1 V_. (5)
and the Poisson equation for the stream function is,
V_t '' = ( (6)
Tile vorticity is related to the velocity components as,
(, -_ _ty -- tl x
and the stream function by',
t:)y = a, l/_x ---- --l'
Discretization
The governing equations (Eqns. 2-6) are dis-
cretized using a first-order implicit fommlation m time
and second-order expressions for all spatial derivatives.
Whether applying the governing equations in primitive-
variable or stremn-function/vorticity formulations, the
equations take on two basic forms. Setting
f= [u, v, (, P, _,]T (7)
to represent the dependent variables in (Eqns. 2 6), we
can write for the first three components of (Eqn. 7),
f, + u f,, + vfu - -_-7"U2f = (8)
and for the last two components of (Eqn. 7),
where,
all d,
--V2f = --g (9)
g = [1_, Py, O, g4, (_]T
1
= ('t + u_ + '2%v,: + v_ - --_V_'( '
The discretization strategy will evaluate the com-
ponents of f implicitly at. the advanced timestep, while
the nonlinear lefl.-hand-side (LHS) terms u and v, as well
as the right-hand side (RHS), g, are lagged at. the previ-
ous timestep, creating a loosely-coupled set of equations.
To reduce notation, f is used to represent f,+l in the
difference equations that. follow.
Discret.izing (Eqns. 8, 9) yields,
f -- f" u" vn
±---7-+ (L+I- + -
I
I_.'-' (:_+_- 2f + L-_)
l
R, Ay" (fj+l - 2f + fj-1) = -g (10)
and,
1 1
Ax 2 (fi+l- 2f + fi-I)-- _ (fj+l -- '2f4-fj-l)
= -9 (11)
The RHS .0 is the discrete form of g,
2Ax
p,, _ Pf_j+_ 1
:1 = 2,X !I
0
94
(n
with,
q
71 __ 1_ -
C ''1 (Ui+ 1 Ui-1)
04- At + 4Ax:' +
..... ,) (,j+l .... ):("./+1"- "j-l)" (_i+1 - _i-'" + .... - Li-, _
2Ax Ay 4,.X y='
1 [ '"(i+l - 2( .... + (i-l+...... (j+l -- 2(/ ......+ (j- 1]J
and,
(m+1 = 0.
tl T_ JI J1
(.,, _ lti+l -- tti_ 1 + tJ+l -- tj_ 1
2Xx 25y
The system of (Eqns. 10, 11) call be rearranged as,
Aijf + Ai+lfi+l + Ai-lfi-i+
Aj+lfj+l + Aj-lfj-I = [30 (12)
When solving for u, v. or (, the coefficients and RHS of
(Eqn. 12) are detined as,
Aij = 1 + 2era- + 2O'y
Ai+l = -o% 4- A ru n, Aj=I=I = --cry =h Auv"
B 0 = f"-.Xtg
using the notation,
._kl At
Aj. -- 2Ax' )'Y -- 2Ay
At At
a, -- R_Ax:' cry = -_-_Ag 2
When solving the Poisson equations for P or _',, the co-
efficients and RHS of (Eqn. 12) are defined as,
2 2
Aij = _x----__, + ,...Xy'' Bij -{I
1 1
,4i+1 - Ax'-" Aj:t:I - ...%y2
Finally tile linearized sysl.enl of governing equations
(Eqn. 12) is written ['or interior points as,
Af = b, i = [2, I- 1]. j = [2, J- 1] (13)
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Fig. 1 Physical domain of driven cavity.
where the RHS is,
b= B+ B'
and B' is used to move the boundary points from the
LIIS to the tlttS,
-,4i-lfi-1, i = 2
-Ai+lfi+l, i= I-1
t1{. ---- -Aj-lfj-t, j ='2
--Aj+lfj+l, J-1
0, i=[3, I-2], j=[3, J-2]
Thus, (Eqn. 13) is the linear syslem l.o be solved at.
each timest, ep to update the dependent variables from
time level t = nAt to t = (n + 1)At. This process is
repealed until the steady-state solution is achieved.
Domain
The domain is a rectangular cavity of width I and
depth h, oriented with tile lower corner at. the origin.
An infinite upper surface is translated to the right with
speed U. Figure 1 sketches the physical domain, indicat-
ing the anticipated flow circulation direction, clockwise,
for positive U.
The domain is discretized on a structured cartesian
grid. Two options for setting the grid-point spacing are
available: uniform spacing or clustered to walls.The wall-
clustering function used to generate the arclength frac-
tion along i=const or j=consl lines is,
sl(/)' + 1) - (3- 1
8_
2(si + 1)
where
2,--(1+1
s l = \,3- 1)
(i, j):(l,41)
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Fig. 3 Medium-level clustered mesh, 41 by 41 points.
The typical three-level multigrid procedure eniployed
here solves tire governing equations on an 81 by 81 fine-
mesh and smoothes the error on two additional ]rreshes,
dimensioned 41 by 41 arid 21 by 21, generated from
the fine mesh by recursively removing every-other point.
Sample 41 by 41 medium-coarseness meshes, which re-
produce clearer than the fine meshes, are presented in
Figure 2 for a uniform grid and Figure 3 for a grid clus-
tered with 3 = 1.6. The 81 by 81 fine mesh can be
inferred from Figures 2 and 3 by simply doubling the
number of grid lines in both i and j directions.
Boundary and Initial Conditions
Viscous, solid walls are imposed on all four sides of
tile cavity. This imposes a no-slip condition on the ve-
locity components at, the wall. For pressure, the wall-
normal pressure gradient is set to zero. This is the
boundary-layer assumption, which becomes more accu-
rate as the Reynolds number increases. The stream func-
tion is set to zero on the boundary.
0gS,
On the left (i = 1) wall the conditions are expressed
t/_+1 = F n+l = 0
an d,
4 . _ 1t]__ 2P,. = 0 =_ P"+] = "_Pi'+l
for a second-order extrapolation, or for a first-order ex-
pression,
t_ = 0 =_ P"+] = Pi_+]
For the st, realn function and vorticity,
t. 'n+l = 0
,, tl ,,,n
L"..- = 0 _ /_'i-1 : ti+l
2
<= _">_ _ C +_: _"L_
Sitnilarly, on lhe right, (i = l) wall,
II n+l : F n+l = 0
P_ = 0 => p,,+l 4p,, 1 _,,
• : 5 i-I -- 5[i[--2
or, p.+l = P[_+I
_,,n+l : 0
= _l/iL 1
On the bot, tom (j = 1) wall,
t/n+l : l!n+l : 0
P,j:0 =_ e,_+l 4p,, It,"
-3 j+l-3 J+_
o,', P"+_ = P]'+,
t ''n+] = 0
,,,t_ ,,tl
_>y : 0 =& t_j_ t : it j+ 1
2
< = _':'_u _ ¢"+_ - _7_2_+1
3'lie top (j = J) wall is translating horizontally, so,
tl n+I = U, t 1_'_+1 = 0
t) = 0 _ p.+l 4 .,, 1 ).
= ._t___ - 5t j_.,
or, pn+l : P]_-I
¢,n+l = 0
¢,i'| ,,nt",j = f,' _ ,j+i =2UAg+t,j_l
4
2= =
The boundary conditions are updated explicitly at
each t imestep.
The flowfield is initially at rest at * = 0-, with all
dependent variables set, t.o zero, except, for tile pressure
which is set to one everywhere. The upper boundary is
then impulsively started at. t = 0 + to its full speed, I _.
Thus, tile solution is started with the upper surface set.
to u = U or ( = 2U/-Xy.
Solution Procedure
Evolution in Time
Beginning with the initial conditions at time t = 0 +,
the l)enta-diagonal linear system (Eqn. 13) is approxi-
mately inverted at. each time step to advance the depen-
dent variabh,s to their steady-state values. This inver-
sion is performed in a loosely-coupled fashion by iterat-
ing for the first., second, and then fourth COillponents of
(Eqn. 7) at. each timestep when solving tile primitive-
variables formulation, or iterating for the third and then
fifth components of (Eqn. 7) when solving tile stream-
funct.ioll/vorticity forinulation. (:oupling between the
equations is achieved when the A matrix and b vector of
(Eqn. 13) are reformulated at. each new t.ime level.
Local time st.epping is employed by setting At at.
each point to its maximunl allowable value based on the
input constraints on the two stability parameters ,_,,,_,
and ffmax, Sllch that,
( 2)_ " nlin( :_-._,l'ij, A Yij ) )....Alij = rain .., •R_0"r,,_- ' nun( (_xij)-, (AYij)2)
Local time stepping reduces the time accuracy of the
solution on non-uniform meshes but is commonly em-
ployed to speed convergence to a steady-state result..
The present, algorithm already suffers poor time accu-
racy due to the first-order temporal derivative, lagged
coefficients, loose coupling between governing equations,
and approximate inversion of the linear system at each
timestep. However, it. is /.he steady-state solution that,
the present naethod seeks, whose accuracy is determined
by the second-order formulation of the spatial deriva-
tives, and not the time-history of the flow.
Relaxation Algorithm
A symmetric Gauss-Seidel (SGS) iteration sweep is
performed to approximately invert Af = b. Forward and
backward sub-iteration sweeps are performed for each
component of f before moving on to the next conll)onent.
This involves fl, fu, and ./'4 ['or the primitive-variable for-
niulation, or fa and f._ for the stream-function/vorticii, y
fornlulation. Tile forward sweep loops on i for each j,
while tile backward sweep loops on j for each i, attempt-
ing to mininfize any bias in the solution from the SGS
sweep directions.
A forward half-sweep of the SGS procedure on
(Eqn. 12) at the U h sub-iteration is,
1
Ai+lJi+l - - i-I1f(k,= _ (_ij -- " e(k-1)_ ,t i lf(k
-dj"t- lj+l --
The backward portion of the symmetric sweep follows
the same patterll as the forward sweep, but, using tile U h
values of the i + 1 and j + 1 variables. Typically, good
performance is achieved with only 1-4 sub-iterations.
Grid Sequencing
Grid sequencing, or nested iterations, is employed
at the beginning of the solution to speed convergence
on the finest, grid. The initial, coarsest grid is obtained
from the fine mesh by retaining only every fourth point
in both the i and j directions, for a factor of 16 reduction
in the total number of grid points. The initial conditions
are advanced on this grid for a number of limesteps equal
to I_ .J_/2.
The coarse-mesh solution is then prolongated to the
medium mesh, which retains every-other grid point from
the fine mesh. The prolongation employed here is a di-
rect injection for overlapping points and two-point or
four-point averaging for the interstitial points. Four
t.imes a.s many timesteps are then taken on the medium
mesh as on the coarse mesh, and the resulting solution is
then prolongated to the fine mesh, completing the grid
sequencing.
Multigrid Cycle
A filll three-level multigrid V-cycle is employed to
damp low frequency errors in the solution. SGS relax-
ation on the fine mesh effectively damps the high fre-
quency error content, but poorly damps low freqnency
errors. TM The nmltigrid cycle damps these low frequency
errors by restricting the residual to progressively coarser
meshes, aliasing the low frequencies to higher frequen-
cies which are then damped effectively by the SGS re-
laxation algorithm. The error is then prolongated back
to the fine-mesh solution as a correction to the depen-
dent variables.
The three-level V-cycle begins by evolving the solu-
tion in time on the flnesl grid for a mlmber of timesteps,
typically 5-10. Then the residual is formed as.
r s = b- AI
The residual is restricted, via simple point-to-point ex-
traction, to the medium mesh, where the error equation
is relaxed,
Ae,, = r,,, (14)
A new residual is formed for this error equation as,
r_,, = r,, - At,,,
and is restricted to the coarse mesh, where auother error
equation is relaxed,
t
.46r _- F c
Once the error on the coarse mesh has been
smoothed through several SGS sweeps the error ec is
Iprolongated to e., on the medinnl mesh, and is applied
as a correction to e.,,
t
Cm _- _m + em
Again the error is smoothed on the medium mesh
(Eqn. 14) for several SGS sweeps and then the error em
is prolongated back to e_ on the fine mesh. The solution
is now corrected by this error,
tf .--f+e.f
and is evolved in time again on the firm mesh for several
timesteps. The muir|grid cycle is then repeated until
convergence is achieved for the flue-mesh solution.
Convergence Criteria
The L2-norm of the change in the dependent vector,
f, between time-levels n and n + 1 is monitored to judge
convergence,
Itf - f"ll='<'
L2-uorms are normalized by their value at the first
timestep, with a typical value for < of 10 -4.
Results
Test Case
A standard test, case is chosen to compare the com-
putational performance of the various teclmiques em-
ployed in the present method. Table 1 list.s the param-
eters which are desired to be optimize<l rising the test
case.
The test case is chosen on the unit cavity, h = I = 1,
with a uniform 81 by 81 fine mesh. The upper surface is
translated to the right at speed U = t, and the Reynolds
number is 1000. The stream-function/vorticity form of
the governing equations are solved.
Straight. SGS relaxation withoul mesh sequencing
or multigrid was used to generate the baseline solutions
and optimize the maximum allowable timestep. For this
case the timestep limit on At from A..... is about six
Table 1 Algorithmic parameters to optimize.
Parameter Test Values
Art2ai' _ Grnaa"
SGS sub-iterations
Mesh sequencing
Vcycle iteration pattern
(;rid refinement
1,2, 3, 4
1,2
none, max(l, J), l+J,
I .J/2, I .J/4, 1 .,I/8
none, 3I-2,,- 1,.-2,:3I,
6f-4m-3:4m-6:,
2:-3,,,-4:3,,-2 I
41×41, 81× 8t
10 _
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CPU sec.
Fig. 4 ('onvergence rates for A,n_, a._ variations.
times more restrictive than from er,,_;. Figure 4 com-
pares convergence rates for varions values of A,_ and
CZma_. With A,na_ = 4 the scheme is unstable, diverging
after 50 tinlesteps. With a A,,_ = 3, the solution does
not. diw_rge, bu! is clearly on tire ragged edge of stabil-
ity. Converging three orders of magnitude in 357 CPU
seconds, A,,_,. = 2 giw's the best convergence rate while
maintaining stability, and is used for the remainder of
the study. For smaller values of Ama_ the convergence
rate slows. Convergence rates, measured in CPU sec-
onds, were obtained on a 40 MHz SUN Sparcstation 2
for the presen! study. Single-precision numerics, approx-
imately seven significant digits, was used.
Figure 5 compares the effect, of performing multiple
SGS sweeps during each timestep. Performing two sets
of forward and backward sweeps (luring each SGS cycle
is seen to take longer to reach the converged steady-
state solution, 400 versus 357 CPU seconds, than tak-
ing single forward-backward sweeps in each SGS cycle.
With two SGS sweeps, Amax = 2 proved to be unstable,
so Ama_ = 1.5 was used. This correspondingly smaller
timestep is contributing to the two-pass SGS relaxation
taking longer to converge.
i0' _
SGS sub-i_erat ions
L2
L 2 (re_l 0
0 i00 2oo 30o 4o0 500
CPU sec.
Fig. 5 Convergence using one and two SGS
sub-iterations.
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Fig. 6 Convergence rates with mesh sequencing.
Adding mesh sequencing t.o the solution procedure
reduced the convergence time in half, to 147 CPU sec-
onds. Several methods for specifying the number of
coarse-grid iterations to perform were tested, and are
listed in Table 1. The corresponding convergence rates
are presented in Figure 6, where the general trend is that
the more iterations taken on the coarser grids, the faster
the overall convergence. Setting the convergence limit as
< = 10 -a, the fastest convergence is obtained using,
I: • ,1,- 1 • J
4 64
steps on the coarse grid. The L.,-norm jumps when the
solution is prolongated to tim medium mesh, where,
I., - ,1,,_ I -.1
4 16
steps were taken before prolongating l.o the fine mesh.
Similar trends are seen for the other functions used to
10'
L2 io :
L2lref]
i0 i
i0 '
10 '
Mesh sequencing
steps function
I"J/2
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l
, L
, l
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Fig. 7 Mesh sequencing convergence rates.
determine the number of steps t,o take on the nested
grids.
While Figure 6 indicates the I.J/4 function gives
the fastest, convergence in CPU tilne, the function I .J/2
has a steeper convergence slope at. ( = 10 -a. Carrying
these two functional variations to further convergence,
Figure 7, shows that the fuuctional form I .J/2 converges
the fastest, toward { = l0 -4, and is the chosen function
for the present method.
While mesh sequencing was found to speed con-
vergence on the fine mesh, Figure 7 shows that the
asymptotic convergence rate to small ( is still fairly slow.
Adding multigrid to the solution procedure increases t,lie
rate of convergence to small _ by more effectively damp-
ing all frequency contents in the error. This change in the
slope of convergence toward small _ using the multigrid
approach is demonstrated in Figure 8, where all three
variations in V-cycles for the multigrid implenlentation
converge to ( = 10 -4 ill 450 500 CPU seconds, while
the non-multigrid solution has reached an asymptotic
convergence rate that will take at least, twice as long t.o
converge to _ = 10 -4. The convergence histories of the
nmhigrid solutions display' spikes each t.ilne the error is
prolongated back t.o the fine grid as a correction. While
these correction steps temporarily increase the L2-norm,
they clearly increase the global rate of convergence. All
three V-cycles tested performed nearly the same, with
the 3:-2,,,-1:-2,,:3.t pattern performing the best., con-
verging four orders of magnitude in 466 CPU seconds,
and is the pattern chosen for the present method.
The velocity vectors for this cavity flow problem,
as computed with the fastest-converging muItigrid so-
lution, are drawn in Figure 9. For clarity, only every
fourth vector in both i and j directions has been plot-
ted. The highest velocities are seen on the upper, driving
surface, as expected. A slrong circulation region forms
on the interior of the cavity at this f{eynolds number,
1°*Ii
T,2 1o :
h21refl
io '
Fig. 8
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Fig. 9 Velocity vectors in viscous driven cavity.
Re = 10 3. The circulation resembles are solid-core ro-
t.ation, with the highest, velocities on the perimeter and
decreasing velocities toward the center, a_s opposed to
a vortex, which would have increasing velocities toward
the eye. The bottom corners are regions of relatively
stagnant flow, and the upper left corner shows the suc-
tion characteristic of the entrainment into the upper,
driven boundary layer.
Figure 10 traces the corresponding streamlines. The
primary circulation is seen to encompass nearly the en-
tire cavity. Two recirculation regions Are formed in each
of the lower corners, but, recalling Figure 9, the velocity
magnitudes are small in these recirculation regions.
Velocity components through the boundary layers
are extracted in figure 11. The tt coniponent has been
extracted along a vertical slice through the center of the
domain while the v component is taken along a hor-
izont, al slice, again through the center of the domain.
The central circulation region is confirmed to resemble a
o.o 0.2 o.4 o.1_ o.8 1,o
R=I000
81x81 uniform
mesh
Fig. 10 Streamlines in viscous driven cavil}'.
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Fig. 11 Velocity component profiles through the core.
solid-core rotation, with linear velocity profiles through
the core. Considering the grid-point distribution, the in-
terior of the domain is well resolved. The bottom and
left-wall boundary layers each have 15 points through the
layer, providing moderate resolution. The upper surface
and right wall have only 8 9 points through the laminar
boundary layer.
Grid Convergence
The test case is repeated, on a uniform 41 by 41
mesh. Velocity components through the cavity are plot-
ted in Figure 12, along with the 81 by 81-mesh solution
from Figure 11. The 41 by 41 mesh is clearly not re-
solving the houndary-layer gradients nor the nlaxinlum
velocities on the periphery of the circulation region. The
linear trend in wqocity variation through the circulation
is picked up on the coarser grid. Since the 41 by 41-mesh
solution does uot generate the correct maximum veloci-
ties in the circulation, nor have the correct slol)e of the
velocity profiles near the walls, and hence an inaccurate
skin friction, the solution is not grid converged for this
eta'" I
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Fig. 12 Coarse-grid solution to viscous-cavity test,
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Fig. 13 Grid convergence for driven-cavity flow.
nlesh.
The test case is repeated again, now on a 121 by 121
mesh. Figure 13 over-plots this very-fine mesh on the
81 by 81 solution. Excellent agreement is seen in the
velocity profiles across the cavity. The boundary-layer
profiles show good agreement as well on all walls, sug-
gesting the 81 by 81-point mesh sufficiently resolves the
flow at this Reynolds number.
Grid Clustering
The presence of the high w4ocity gradients in the
boundary layers, as compared to the gradients on the
interior of the cavity, suggests tile use of a stretched grid
to resolve the flow with fewer points, and hence in less
tinle and computer resources.
Figure 14 over-plots the u and r velocity profiles
across the cavity for the 81 by 81 uniform grid and
a 61 by 61 clustered mesh. Both solutions are at a
tleyuotds number of 100(/, and the clustered grid was
Fig. 14 Clustered-grid velocity profiles.
generated with/3 = 1.6. Tile basic flow pattern remains
the same with the clustered grid, with good agreement
through the upper boundary layer and across the pri-
mary circulation zone. ttowever, the agreement is not as
good in the bottotn boundary layer and at the peril)hery
of the circulation region, where the velocity peaks are
under-predicted.
Better agreement is sought ill the grid-clustered so-
lutions, but the general trend of a degradation in the so-
lution in the presence of stretching betweeu mesh lines
was seen ill other cases as well. Sources of this error
could arise from the single-precision numerics, the for-
mulation of the algorithm for solving the governing equa-
tions, or ill an unlocated programming bug. The inabil-
ity to achieve reliable solutions with grid-point cluster-
ing to the walls limits the practical Reynolds mnnber to
which the present method can he applied.
High-Reynolds-Number Flows
Driven flow in the unit cavity at a Reynolds num-
ber of 2000 was computed on a 101 by 101 mesh. Cavity
streamlines are drawn for this case in Figure 15. The
streamline pattern for this case remains materially the
same a.s for the/{_ = 1000 solution in Figure 10. Velocity
profiles for R+ = 1000 and R+ = 2000 are plotted in Fig-
ure 16 at every fourth (i,j) point. The lmearity in tile
velocity profiles through the circulation region is begin-
ning t.o be lost at the higher Reynolds number and the
boundary layers have thinned, but overall the flow has
remained nmch the same with a doubling in Reynolds
ntlmber.
Further increasing t.he Reynolds number t.o f)000
produces a dramatic shift in the flowfield. Figure 17
plots Velocity vectors for this case. Clearly, the pri-
mary central circulation has broken down, and is re-
placed by a clockwise circulation m the upper right cor-
ner and a counterclockwise recirculation of comparable
0.0 0.2 O.4 0.6 O.8 i.,3
Re=2000
101xl01 mesh
oo[
o.0 o,2 0.4 0.6 o.e 1.0
R=5000
101xl01 mesh
Fig. 15 Higher Reynolds nmnber streamlines.
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Y
Fig. 18 Streamlines at R_ = 5000.
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Fig. 16 Velocity profiles at higher Reynolds number.
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Fig. 17 Velocity vectors at t{_ = 50(t0.
size, though of lower velocity magnitudes, near the upper
left corner. The corresponding streamlines are traced in
Figure 18, where the dual-circulation pattern is again
observed.
Fig. 19 Velocity vectors at R, = 10,000.
Solutions were obtained as well for R_ = 10,000 and
Re = 20,000, the highest Reynolds number for which a
reliable solution was obtainable in a reasonable amount
of time, about one hour, with the present method. Veloc-
ity vectors for these two cases are plotted in Figures 19
and 20 at every-other (i,j) point. The circulation pat-
tern seen at lower Reynolds numbers is breaking down,
and the magnitude of velocities on the interior of the
cavity are decreasing. The boundary layers are thinning
as well, and are poorly resolved on the 101 by 101 mesh
at R_ = 20,000.
The corresponding streamlines are traced in Fig-
ures 21 an<l 22. The primary circulation zone has contin-
ued to shrink in size in going from Reynolds numbers of
1000, to 5000, 10,000, and 20,000. Also, the counter-
rotating recircnlation has moved, from the upper-left
corner at R, = 5000, to a more central location at
R_ = 10,000, and finally all the way to the upper-right
corner by R, = 20. 000.
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Fig. 20 Velocity vectors at R_ = 20,000.
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Fig. 21 Streamlines at /?_ = 10,000.
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Fig. 22 St reaml nes at Re = 20,000.
Fig. 23 Tall-cavity flows.
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Fig. 24 Shallow-cavity velocity vectors.
Effect of Cavity Aspect Ratio
The cavity dimensions were changed so that the
depth is twice tile width. Solutions were generated at
Reynolds numbers of 100 and 1000 on unifbrm 41 by 61
grids. Velocity vectors for these two cases are plotted
in Figure 23. The circulation core is closer to the driv-
ing surface in the more viscous, R= 100, solution, while
the higher Reynolds-number solution exhibits generally
higher velocities around the circulation region.
Tile flowfield changes character when the cavity is
made twice as wide as deep. Figure 24 plots velocity vec-
tors, at every fourth (i,j) point, in a cavity with h = 1
and I = 2 at a Reynolds number of 1000. An 81 by 61
uniform mesh was used for this calculation. The strong
primary circulation forms with a nearly circular shape at
the right side of the cavity. The recirculation region on
tile left side of the cavily is approximately half the size
of the primary circulation, though with much reduced
wqocities. Slreamlines for this case are traced in Fig-
11
R=I03
81x61
0.6 I
o.o 0.5 i.o 1.5 2.o
X
Fig. 25 Shallow-cavity streamlines.
ure 25, where a second, weak recirculation can be seen
in tile lower right corner.
Summary of Results
Incompressible viscous-flow solutions have been
computed for the two-dimensional driven-cavity prob-
lena. The governing equations for perfect-fluid viscous
flows have been discretized ill a finite-difference for-
mulation in a loosely coupled implicit scheme, fornm-
lated either in terms of the primitive variables or the
stream-function and vorticity.. Mesh sequencing and
fifll, three-level, multigrid error smoothing are incor-
porated to speed convergence of the symmetric Gauss-
Seidel time-integration algorithm.
(lonvergence was found to be faster when using
a single, rather than multiple, synmletric (;auss-Seidel
sweep at each time level to approximately invert the lin-
ear system. Several mesh sequencing iteration functions
were tried, and the best was able to reduce solution t,ime
by 58 percent over an un-sequenced solution. The addi-
tion of the multigrid procedure further accelerated con-
vergence on fine meshes.
At a Reynolds number of 1000 the cavity flow is
characterized by a large solid-core circulation, encom-
passing nearly the entire domain. Counter-rotating cir-
culations are found in the lower corners of the cavity,
but, with small velocities. As the Reynolds number is
increased, the primary circulation is driven toward the
upper-right corner, with the recirculations moving up
and across the cavity. The highest Reynolds-number
flow computed was at 20,000.
Vertical stretching of the cavity was not found to
alter the flow patterns significantly, while horizontal
stretching of the cavity created a large recirculation re-
gion, at. a Reynolds number of 1000, and a laterally
stretched entrainment pattern.
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